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a b s t r a c t
This work studies the simultaneous effects of surface roughness and residual stress on the micro-crack formation
under peak load conditions. The manufacturing process of e.g. steel components inﬂuences the surface topography and the material microstructure. These changes affect the surface integrity, which in turn deﬁne the
component's mechanical properties such as fatigue strength. This paper introduces an efﬁcient ﬁnite-element
based approach to analyze the inﬂuence of surface roughness, residual stress, and microstructural composition
on micro-crack formation mechanism during monotonic peak load. The proposed approach combines surface
roughness proﬁles, a ductile fracture criterion and a layer-wise residual stress deﬁnition for an approach that is
suitable for surface integrity analysis. An inverse numerical-experimental approach is presented for the calibration of the ductile fracture criterion under different stress states. The developed approach is applied to a
sandblasted S690 high strength steel, in which the surface integrity has been altered by the manufacturing process. The possibility of crack initiation in the vicinity of critical micro notches is investigated, and the inﬂuence of
surface roughness and residual stresses is studied. The proposed modelling principles and calibration approach
can be employed for other materials and surface proﬁles.
© 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction
The manufacturing process of metal components inﬂuences surface
integrity which deﬁnes the properties of ﬁnal components, affecting
for instance corrosion and fatigue resistance; see e.g. [1–4]. Surface integrity is usually described by several parameters: (i) a geometrical parameter i.e. surface topography, (ii) a mechanical parameter i.e. residual
stress, and (iii) a metallurgical parameter i.e. microstructural composition. These parameters vary depending on the used manufacturing
methods and environmental conditions [5–7]. Surface integrity has
been shown to be one of the most important factors affecting the
growth of micro-cracks [8], fatigue loaded components [9], surface protection coatings [10], and corrosion resistance [11].
Most of the previous works [12–15] studied the inﬂuence of individual parameters, mainly surface roughness on the fatigue performance of
different engineering materials; however, the formation of micro-cracks
is often neglected in fatigue strength assessment. The fatigue behaviour
is extremely sensitive to surface topography and it has a crucial effect on
fatigue life. There is a general conclusion that fatigue strength decreases
as the surface roughness increases. Nevertheless, from the fatigue test
results of different materials, the degree of effect varies from one
⁎ Corresponding author.
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material to another [16,17]. Despite considerable advances in understanding the inﬂuence of surface roughness on the fatigue performance
of different materials, the role of surface roughness on crack initiation
and damage mechanism is poorly understood. In particular, the occurrence of peak loads before or during fatigue loading will affect crack
initiation and requires further study. Engineering components are
subjected to such high peak stresses and overloads during normal operation and especially as single incidents while operating in severe conditions. Moreover, the effects of residual stress and hardness are still
unclear while simultaneously considering the impact of surface roughness effect on the ductile fracture and crack formation. Thus, it is crucial
to investigate the combined effect of surface integrity parameters on the
properties and micro-cracking of engineering components under peak
loads.
Ductile fracture is a well-known physical process that leads to the
formation of cracks in metals due to the nucleation, growth and coalescence of voids. Research on ductile fracture has addressed several aspects of the ductile fracture process. Many scholars have conducted
research on proposing, calibrating and applying the ductile fracture criterion in different engineering practices [18–21]. The modelling of ductile fracture caused by overloads and impact scenarios is well known in
crashworthiness analysis [22–24]. For crashworthiness analysis, long
cracks are assumed with large scale yielding taking place. For surface integrity analysis on fatigue strength, these assumptions are invalid, as
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micro-cracking and localized yielding take place only in the surface
layer of the material. The micro-mechanism motivated phenomenological damage models [25–27] can be a potential option for predicting the
ductile fracture initiation in engineering applications [28]. However, in
the large-scale simulation inevitably the details of the fracture process,
such as the crack initiation, propagation and failure mechanisms are
lost.
In this study, a new efﬁcient ﬁnite-element based approach is introduced to account for the inﬂuences of surface roughness and residual
stress simultaneously on the micro-cracking mechanism. A micromechanism inspired damage indicator model [26] in the space of
stress triaxiality and equivalent plastic strain has been employed for
damage initiation and micro-crack formation. An inverse numericalexperimental calibration approach is presented to construct a fracture
locus suitable for the surface integrity analyses. The inﬂuence of the
measured residual stress distribution is modelled with a constant temperature based multi-layer approach. The introduced approach is applied for high strength steel (Sy = 690 MPa), which has a sandblasted
surface to investigate the inﬂuences of surface integrity and monotonic
overload on the fracture locus and micro-crack formation. The proposed
modelling principles and calibration approach can be employed for
other materials and surface proﬁles. Consequently, this study establishes new research on the inﬂuence of surface integrity when peak
load affects the surface before fatigue loading. The developed modelling
approach enables the characterisation of the inﬂuence of an initial peak
load on the geometrical parameters, residual stress state and crack formation in different engineering materials.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Material and experimental procedure
2.1.1. Surface geometry measurement
In this study, the sandblasted 690 high strength steel plate specimen,
with a plate thickness of 15 mm is selected as an engineering application case. In the used test sample, before sandblasting, the rolled surface
is slightly polished by grinding. The hourglass-shaped plate specimen is
used similarly to the previous investigation of the surface integrity effects [5,6]. The width of the narrowest cross-section was 30 mm. As
shown in [5], this specimen represents a common engineering application, where high surface roughness and compressive residual stress affect the material properties and strength. The size of the surface
defects is measured using surface roughness measurements according
to SFS-EN ISO 4288 [29]. The measurements were carried out for the
rolled plate surface along three different lines, i.e. at the edges and center of the lower left side of the narrow section of the specimen, as illustrated in Fig. 1a. The measured proﬁle is about 12 mm along the line
crossing the middle of the specimen (see z-value 3 line in Fig. 1b) to
simulate a real-surface roughness with different micro-defects. This
proﬁle is then used as a surface model to generate the ﬁnite element
(FE) geometry.
For further analysis of the sample surface geometry, the samples are
investigated using scanning electron microscopy. Before sample preparation, electroless nickel plating is used to retain the surface geometry.
The electroless plating bath composition by Cheong et al. [30] is used
to deposit a 20–30 μm nickel layer on the specimens. After nickel plating, the samples are cross-sectioned and mounted in an electrically conductive resin. The samples are ground using P180-P2000 grit abrasive
papers, followed by polishing with 3-μm and 1-μm diamond paste.
The samples are ﬁne-polished with 0.25-μm diamond paste, followed
by colloidal silica polishing in a vibratory polisher to minimize the deformation induced by the sample preparation. A Zeiss Ultra 55 ﬁeld
emission scanning electron microscope is used to study the surface geometry using the Secondary Electron signal.

Fig. 1. (a) Deﬁning appropriate region for surface scan and (b) proﬁle of the surface
roughness.

2.1.2. Residual stress measurement
Residual stress of the specimen surface is measured using X-ray diffraction with Stresstech X3000 device following EN ISO 15305:2007
[31]. The circular collimator diameter is 3 mm, radiation source was
Cr-Kα (30 kV, 6.7 mA), and exposure time 5 s; 6/6 psi tilts are used.
For stress evaluation, Young's modulus E of 210 GPa and Poisson ratio
ν of 0.3 are used. Measurements are carried out in initial condition,
i.e., before any loading. The measurements resulted in an absolute maximum stress value of −80 MPa, which is used in the numerical modelling as a surface residual stress value.
2.1.3. Peak load test
In the peak load test, the test specimen is subjected to compressive
loading and then one loading cycle as shown in Fig. 2a. The compressive
peak load is deﬁned so that it corresponded to around 1% nominal strain
measured from the strain gauges at the middle specimen. The measured
load displacement curve is presented in Fig. 2b.

2.2. Numerical simulation
Numerical simulations aim to fully capture the complexity of the
local stress-strain ﬁelds induced by the surface roughness and to evaluate the inﬂuence of residual stress such that they can be introduced into
a damage prediction methodology. This section describes the modelling
principle, FE meshing and computation procedures for efﬁcient surface
2
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Fig. 2. (a) load–displacement and (b) force control loading condition in one cycle.

integrity analysis. In this study, the numerical simulation is carried out
with Abaqus version 6.14.

accurate results. It is important to use the well-deﬁned mesh especially
close to the notch tips. Thus, the element mesh is reﬁned in the microdefect root to be as small as possible being still valid for continuum mechanics. The minimum element size is deﬁned as three times the average grain size of the material, equating to roughly 10 μm for the
studied steel. With this approach, the material model is valid for a
group of grains instead of the individual grain.
The element type for the micro-defect root area, where material
damage and crack formation occur, is four nodes with reduced integration in order to have robust numerical simulation for large strains and
geometrical non-linearity.
FE simulations were carried out on the model according to the load
and boundary conditions applied in the experimental conditions as
shown in Fig. 2ab. Due to the complexity of the surface topology, high
local stresses are expected to occur at the surface. To evaluate the effect
of local plasticity on the near surface stress ﬁelds, elastoplastic behaviour with isotopic hardening is considered. The material model is

2.2.1. Surface topography modelling
The sub-model of the highly stressed and critical part of the steel
plate is created to accurately model the surface topography. The submodel size is signiﬁcantly larger in comparison to the roughness of the
surface so that the boundary conditions of the model do not affect the
analysis. The boundary conditions for the sub-model are deﬁned from
the displacements of the component analysis without a surface topography model. Using a conservative assumption that the depth to length
ratio of surface defects is always large, a two-dimensional surface topography model is applied. Fig. 3 presents the two-dimensional FEmodel, where the surface geometry is created from the proﬁlometric
scan. The ﬁnal dimension of the model is taken as 31.1 mm × 11.28
mm × 15 mm. Since the surface roughness consists of different micronotches with sharp tips in some areas, a free mesh cannot provide

Fig. 3. Two-dimensional real surface topography model and local mesh.
3
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Fig. 4. Continuously estimated residual stress distribution (solid line) and discontinuously estimated residual stress distribution with constant values in each layer (stepwise continuous
line) for (a) case 1 and (b) case 2.

Fig. 5. Different approaches to simulate a known residual stress, (a) layer-wise global distribution as an example for case 2, (b) layer-wise local line distribution for case 1, and
(c) continuous local line distribution as an example for case 1.

presented in section 2.3.1. The elastic properties of the materials were
described by Young's modulus of E = 210 GPa, Poisson ratio of ν =
0.3. Von Mises yield criterion was used in the simulations assuming associated plastic ﬂow and isotropic hardening.

different modelling strategies, a layer-wise global modelling approach
is proposed in this study. The layer-wise modelling approach can
model residual stress ﬁelds and consider the effect of varied material
properties in the surface layer.
To estimate through-thickness residual stress distributions, the data
from the strain-gage hole drilling measurements for sandblasted steel
samples were utilized from Ref. [32]. To cover statistical variation in
the measurements, two stress distribution cases are studied as shown

2.2.2. Introducing residual stress in FEM
Due to the varied surface topography, the modelling of residual
stress requires special attention. Based on the comparison of the

Fig. 6. The applied temperature ﬁled using (a), (b) globally and locally layer-wise approaches, (c) continuous local line approach, respectively for case 1.
4
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Fig. 7. FEM algorithm to deﬁne true stress-strain curve.

in Fig. 4a-b. For both cases, the maximum stress value (−80 MPa) is
considered at the surface and the self-equilibration of the residual stress
distribution is checked. The measurement based residual stress distributions are plotted as solid smooth lines, while the stepwise continuous
lines represent the discontinuous residual stress distribution used in the
layer-wise FE model.
In this modelling approach, several layers are created in the FEmodel and the residual stress distributions are introduced to the FE
analyses as temperature ﬁelds. The ﬁeld distribution, ﬁeld magnitude,
and thermal expansion coefﬁcient determine the temperature ﬁeld. In
the present study a thermal expansion coefﬁcient of α = 1.2 × 10−5,
which is typical for steel, is used. The temperature ﬁeld is applied to
the initial undeformed mesh. Thus, the residual stress is implemented
in FEM as thermal loading without any heat transfer between neighbor
layers. The beneﬁt of the global layer-wise modelling approach is that it
automatically results in an equilibrium of stresses and strains. This results in excellent convergence between the modelled and estimated residual stress distributions after a few iteration steps. The difference
between continuous and layer-wise modelling is that in the ﬁrst approach, a continuous temperature distribution is used (a solid smooth
line in Fig. 4) while in the layer-wise second approach, the temperature
is constant in each layer following the estimated residual distribution
(stepwise continuous lines in Fig. 4). Fig. 5a-b shows the comparison

between the proposed layer-wise global modelling and two local
modelling approaches called as layer-wise local model, and a continuous local line model. In the continuous local line model, the residual
stress distribution was applied continuously in a speciﬁc region along
three lines as illustrated in Fig. 5c. In the layer-wise local model, the

Fig. 8. True stress-strain curve of S690 in tensile uniaxial test.
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residual stress distribution is modelled layer-wise but applied locally as
depicted in Fig. 5b. It is worth to mention that the layer-wise approach is
employed for two residual stress distributions (case 1 and case 2) in
Fig. 5a and b as examples to highlight the applicability of the proposed
model and the inﬂuence of measured residual stress distribution in deﬁning the layers with constant temperatures.
The applied temperature ﬁeld using different modelling approaches
is depicted in Fig. 6a-c for estimated residual stress distribution of case
1. In the continuous local line approach, the temperature ﬁeld is applied
continuously along three lines in a speciﬁc local region containing the
notch as shown in Fig. 6a. In the layer-wise approach, the local and
global temperature ﬁeld applied discontinuously with constant temperature in each layer following the initial distribution as depicted in
Fig. 6b-c.
2.3. Damage model
Fig. 9. Fracture locus for structural steel S235 calibrated with three different tensile tests
[20,33].

Ductile fracture of metals is a complicated process, which is affected
by the microstructure of the material, the stress and strain intensity, and

Fig. 10. The von-Mises stress distribution of the model.

Fig. 11. The von-Mises stress gradient associated to three different micro-notches.
6
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Fig. 12. Equivalent plastic strain gradient associated to three different micro-notches.

Fig. 13. Estimated and modelled residual stress distribution using two local modelling approaches and layer-wise global modelling approach for two different distributions, (a) case 1 and
(b) case 2.
7
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Fig. 14. Effect of (a) material constants C1 and (b) material constants C2 on the ductile fracture criterion (C3 = 1.2).

the stress state deﬁned by stress triaxiality, see e.g. [26,27]. In general, a
ductile fracture in a metal sheet can be considered as a loss of stability.
This phenomenon is also known as necking. At around the local area
of the neck, the stress state becomes three-dimensional, as the material
is in the plastic stage and high stress and strain gradients appear. The
structural response under extreme loads involving ductile fracture is
commonly determined with non-linear FE simulations. These simulations require the input of the true stress-strain (σt − εt) relation until
the point of fracture initiation for deﬁning fracture criterion [33]. This
material behaviour is determined by the tensile test. In the context of
a displacement controlled tensile test, fracture initiation is deﬁned as
the point followed by a sudden load drop resulting in the splitting of
the specimen into two. The equivalent von Mises plastic strain at fracture initiation εf is denoted as the “fracture strain”.
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where E = 210 MPa.
The process of this approach has been depicted in Fig. 7. Utilizing this
approach, the true stress-strain curve of this material for the uniaxial

2.3.1. Equivalent plastic strain to fracture
In this study, a systematic approach is proposed to determine the
fracture initiation strain and the equivalent stress-plastic strain material
curve. This equivalent material curve is further extended to represent
the whole damage process of the material, including necking, fracture
initiation and propagation for micro-defects. The instantaneous area
method has been employed to derive the true stress-strain curve for
the high strength steel S690 [34]. The instantaneous area method is
able to provide a full-range true stress-strain (σt − εt) curve based on
measured instantaneous dimensions of the steel coupons. Owing to
the use of the digital imaging correlation technique, instantaneous dimensions of the critical cross-sections of the steel coupons are continuously measured throughout the entire deformation history. Based on
the assumption of constant volume in the steel coupons under large deformations, true strain, εt, is given as follows:
εt ¼ βε ln

 
A0
Ai

ð1Þ

where A0 is the original cross-sectional area; Ai is the measured instantaneous cross-sectional area and βε is a correction factor due to a nonuniform strain distributionwithin the cross section of the steel coupon.
Based on the corrected true stress-strain curves using the instantaneous area method, the constitutive model of the S690 high strength
steel materials is proposed as follows to calculate true strain:

Fig. 15. Effect of material constants C3 on the ductile fracture criterion.
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Fig. 16. FE simulation for two different fracture loci with constant values for C2 and C3 and varying values for C1 (a) C1 = 2, and (b) C1 = 4.

instance, in the study where the fracture model was proposed [26] the
material constants C1, C2 and C3, were obtained by ﬁtting a curve to
the experimental results. The same approach is used, but only uniaxial
tension test data together with single peak load tensile are utilized.
The input fracture criterion in the uniaxial tension range is calibrated
based on calculated equivalent plastic strain at fracture initiation, failure
strain εf . The value for material constant C3 is 1.2 which gives the εf at
uniaxial tension η = 1/3. Then different values for C1, C2 have been
set based on the common range (1 < C1 < 8 and 0 < C2 < 1) for these
parameters [26]. The sensitivity analyses should be carried out to
study the effects of C1, C2 parameters on the micro-carck formation
and crack length utilizing varied fracture locus deﬁned based on different values of these two parameters in the FE simulation. Then, using an
inverse numerical-experimental approach C1, C2 can be calibrated in
such a way that FE simulation for pre-notched specimens with ductile

test is shown in Fig. 8. This curve has been used then in FE simulation to
calculate the equivalent von Mises plastic strain at fracture initiation.
2.3.2. Fracture criterion
In this section, the fracture criterion has been described using a fracture strain dependency on the stress triaxiality. Various calibration procedures for different fracture criteria have been presented in Ref. [35].
As an input, the adjustment framework requires a fracture locus in the
space of stress triaxiality and fracture strain. An example of a commonly
used fracture locus that is calibrated with several tensile tests is shown
in Fig. 9.
Manufacturing of different kind of test specimens is very timeconsuming and thus, damage model is selected so that it is suitable for
calibration based on selected experiments. On this basis, the fracture
locus is deﬁned based on the fracture model [26], which is multiplication of the three damage accumulating models for nucleation, growth
and shear coalescence of voids as follows:




C
x when x≥0
2τmax C1
〈1 þ 3η〉 2

 εf ¼ C 3 〈x〉 ¼
σ
2
0 when x<0

ð3Þ

where η is the stress triaxiality, hydrostatic stress divided by equivalent
von Mises stress. The model is based on the microscopic analysis of ductile fracture where void nucleation is described as a function of the
equivalent plastic strain, void growth is a function of the stress triaxiality as 1 + 3η, and void coalescence is controlled by the normalized maximal shear stress denoted as τmax =σ . In this model, the material constant
C1 modulates the effect of the normalized maximal shear stress on the
shear coalescence of voids during plastic deformation and C2 modulates
the effect of the stress triaxiality on the growth of voids. The material
constant C3 is equal to the equivalent plastic strain to fracture in uniaxial
tension. Although the model can describe these different phenomena,
one of the reasons to prefer this criterion is that the shape of the fracture
locus can be easily controlled with the three material constants. Furthermore, we stress that Eq. (3) gives the fracture strain for the full
range of stress triaxiality, but the focus in the current study is on the region corresponding to uniaxial stretching: from the uniaxial compression (η = − 1/3) until the uniaxial tension (η = 1/3).
Ideally, the input fracture criterion εf in Eq. (3) should be determined on the basis of tests covering the full stress triaxiality range. For

Fig. 17. The relationship of fracture strain and stress triaxiality [36].
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Fig. 18. An example of micro-crack length based calibration curve using FEM simulation for material constant C2, (a) the effect of material constants C2 on the crack size and (b) the
corresponding fracture strain at stress triaxiality η = − 1/3 for different C2 values with C1 = 1.2, C2 = 4.

damage can predict the micro-crack observed from SEM images in the
vicinity of the notch under peak load conditions.

3.2. Residual stress distribution
The predicted residual stress distribution for each case of Fig. 4a-b is
depicted in Fig. 13a-b using the proposed layer-wise global modelling
and the two local modelling approaches. The layer-wise global modelling approach has been applied for the whole surface and the local
modelling approaches have employed for the most three critical
notches as shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the global modelling approach is relatively insensitive to the free surface proﬁle and it follows
the estimated input distribution better than local modelling approaches
after the ﬁrst iteration loop. To get an exact ﬁt it is necessary to have an
iterative modelling approach where the temperature ﬁeld is modiﬁed
according to the difference of the ﬁt. This is due to fact that the surface
roughness and layer-wise residual stress distribution effect the selfbalancing equilibrium of applied residual stress ﬁeld.
For further analyses in this study, the residual stress has been
considered in the FE simulation using layer-wise global modelling for
case 2.

3. Results and discussion
To verify the introduced approach, it is applied to sandblasted 690
high strength steel plate specimen as a case study. FE simulations
were carried out on the model considering the combined effects of surface roughness and residuals stress according to the load and boundary
conditions applied in the experimental conditions. A damage model
based on the microscopic analysis of ductile fracture is employed in
the FE simulation to investigate the possibility of crack initiation in the
vicinity of critical micro notches generated by the surface roughness. A
special approach is proposed for the calibration of the damage model's
material parameters based on micro-crack development using FE
simulation.

3.3. Fracture locus calibration
3.1. Gradient at the notch tip

The sensitivity analyses have been carried out to investigate the effects of the material constants C1, C2, and C3 on the ductile fracture criterion and then micro-crack formation in the FE simulation. Fig. 14a-b
shows the example of calibrated fracture locus for different values of
C1 and C2, respectively.
The material constant C1 modulates the effect of the normalized
maximal shear stress on the shear coalescence of voids during plastic
deformation. As C1 becomes large, the inﬂuence of the maximal shear
stress on ductile fracture increases and accordingly, the fracture strain
is reduced. The material constant C1 adjusts the ratio of the equivalent
plastic strain to fracture in the uniaxial tension to that in the pure
shear strain. As discussed above, the voids start to coalesce with the
other after they grow up to a certain size. Power exponent C2 is added
on the function of voids growth to represent void coalescence. Therefore, if parameter C2 increases, ‘voids growth in compression’ will be
largely suppressed and the progress of voids growth under shear stress

Due to the complexity of the surface topology, high local stresses
occur in the root of the in the largest micro-defects as shown in
Fig. 10. The ﬁgure shows the von-Mises stress distribution of the actual
surface topography after peak load tests without considering the material damage. The maximum von-Mises stress concentrates at several
surface micro-defects or micro-notches generated by the surface roughness of the model, and the maximum value is located at the root of the
deepest and sharpest defect. It can be seen that the maximum vonMises stress in this area presents a butterﬂy-shaped radial distribution.
The element mesh size and quality are especially well deﬁned in the
most critical locations; see Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. These ﬁgures show the
von-Mises stress and equivalent plastic strain gradients for the three
largest micro-defects, which are considered as a potential site for damage initiation, and then micro-cracking formation.
10
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Fig. 19. FE simulation for two different fracture loci with varying C2 values (a) C2 = 0.01, and (b) C2 = 0.03.

will be slower and voids coalescence will be distinct in compression. For
negative stress triaxialities, the fracture is governed by shear mode.
The role of the material constant C3 is quite simple compared with
the roles of C1 and C2. It simply varies the magnitude of the fracture
locus diagram with no inﬂuence on the shape as presented in Fig. 15.
After the role of material constants (C1, C2, C3) on the ductile fracture
criterion have been investigated, we can deﬁne the appropriate fracture
locus for this material using the uniaxial tension test data, available experimental trends for fracture locus in literature and experimental data
showing crack growth after one cycle with the peak load effect. As explained before, C3 represents the equivalent plastic strain at fracture initiation, εf , at uniaxial tension η = 1/3. This is obtained from uniaxial
tension test data and introduced to the numerical simulation to present
the true stress-strain curve using the instantaneous area method. The
calibration of C1, presenting the ratio of the equivalent plastic strain to
fracture in the uniaxial tension to that in the pure shear strain, is deﬁned
based on the earlier experimental observations and sensitivity analysis.
In this study, a common mean value,
C1 = 4, is observed to give a reliable estimation for surface integrity
analysis since the surface has negative residual stress and micro-defects,
and thus, the damage occurs mainly in the compression side of the fracture locus. In this case, the damage induced micro-crack formation is insensitive to the values of C1 as shown in Fig. 16a-b.
As the last step, material constant C2 as the most affecting material
constant is calibrated. Constant C2 values determine the equivalent plastic strain to fracture at negative stress triaxiality. Bao and Wierzbicki
found if the equivalent plastic strain to fracture would be very large,
the fracture near stress triaxiality η = − 1/3 is very hard to happen
[36]. Indeed, the fracture strain asymptote to η = − 1/3 with large
values as depicted in Fig. 17. However, at this point (η = − 1/3) due
to the shape change of voids, the interaction of the void free area fraction along the maximum shear stress direction and the magnitude of
the maximum shear stress, shear coalescence of voids form a fracture
surface.
Thus, the uniaxial compressive peak load test for the original surface
topography can provide necessary information of micro-cracking
(micro-crack length) required for calibration of constant C2. When the
micro-crack length for selected peak load level(s) is available from experiments, the constant C2 can be determined with FEM simulations.

Based on FE analysis, the micro-crack length as a function of constant
C2 values can be deﬁned for these load levels. Then a calibration curve
can be created. Fig. 18 shows an example of this kind of curve for the
sandblasted high strength steel material. For this material, the other
material constants (C1 = 4, C3 = 1.2) were kept constant and only the
constants C2 were varied between 0 and 0.13 to deﬁne different fracture
loci. Then, the FE simulations have been carried out to compute the
micro-crack length. Fig. 18a depicts the effect of C2 values on the crack
size due to ductile damage under peak load conditions. Fig. 18b shows
the corresponding fracture loci for different C2 values. Increasing C2
values results in decreasing the size of the crack. The voids' growth in
compression (η = − 1/3) has been largely suppressed and the progress
of voids' growth under shear stress is slower. Therefore, C2 values can be
calibrated in such a way that the fracture strain asymptote to η = − 1/3
does not have large values.
Then, the correct value for constant C2 was selected based on the
micro-crack length obtained from microscopic analysis of the surface.
When the micro-crack length was known, the calibration of the constants C2 was easy since the formed micro-crack length is sensitive for
the constant C2; see Fig. 19.
The experimental observation of the micro-crack length from SEM
images after overload shows the shear coalescence of voids and ductile
crack formation as depicted in Fig. 20. Thus, C2 is calibrated in such a
way that FE simulation with ductile damage can predict the crack initiation and propagation under peak load conditions.
It is worth to mention that further experimental study can be carried out to deﬁne a systematic approach for C2 parameter calibration
using different overloads for pre-notched specimens and the sensitivity of the proposed approach in micro-crack formation with respect
to C2 values. The crack size can then be compared with FE simulation
with varying C2 parameter to ﬁnd appropriate C2 value predicting
similar size with experiments. This calibration approach to deﬁning
the fracture locus of the material is more simple and straightforward
in comparison with the experimental circumstance proposed by Bao
and Wierzbicki [37] using tension tests employing round bars with
or without notch as well as tension tests using notched plate specimens, simple shear tests [38,39] and compression tests. Since the
material parameter calibration for the damage model can be carried
out based on the micro-crack development, the proposed approach
11
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Fig. 20. The SEM Images from (a) the top and (b) the bottom side of the specimen after overload.

requires fewer effort for the geometrical designs of the specimens.
Moreover, the use of standard specimen is a great challenge for investigation of the thin affected material zone that can be eliminated
by the proposed approach.
Utilizing the calibration process and sensitivity analyses described in
this section, the material constants C1 = 4, C2 = 0.01 − 0.03, C3 = 1.2
have been obtained to deﬁne the fracture locus for modelling progressive damage and failure of ductile metal in this FEM analyses for high
strength steel S690. It is worth mentioning that damage models have
been widely applied on a bigger scale but not for micro-defects and surface. The proposed approach for material parameters calibration of the
damage model based on micro-crack development has not been
employed so far and it can be applied as a generic approach for engineering materials. In the future work, an investigation will be carried
out to characterize the effects of an initial peak load on the geometrical
parameters, residual stress state and crack size using the obtained fracture locus for high strength steel S690.
It should be noted that the compressive loads tend to relax compressive residual stresses in proportion to their magnitude. Surface roughness as an affecting parameter on the local stress concentration

inﬂuences the relaxation behaviour. This numerical simulation can consider and determine the residual stress relaxation; however, further
study is required to systematically analyze the sensitivity of the crack
formation and damage mechanism to residual stress relaxation. The future track of this work will focus on providing a holistic understating of
the role of the residual stress relaxation rate and compressive peak loading on the crack formation.
4. Conclusion
In this study, a new FEM approach has been developed to account for
the inﬂuences of surface roughness, residual stress, and material effect
simultaneously on the formation of micro-cracks. A layer-wise residual
stress modelling and a ductile fracture criterion with a special calibration approach were introduced. A ductile fracture criterion is introduced
for the prediction of damage initiation and evolution. The fracture locus
is reconstructed using a calibration procedure to obtain the effective
material constants in the criterion. Furthermore, different approaches
for residual stress modelling are compared. The main ﬁndings of this investigation can be concluded as follows:
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• The residual stress should be applied globally using the developed
multiple layer modelling approach, with a constant temperature at
each layer in such a way that it follows the estimated residual stress
distribution. This approach robustly models the residual stress without a signiﬁcant amount of iteration and avoids the uncertainties
and complexities involved in the FE modelling for residual stress simulation.
• An inverse numerical-experimental approach is introduced to calibrate a ductile fracture criterion to describe the material failure
under different stress states. Uniaxial tensile test and micro cark formation from micro-defect material surface are utilized. The calibrated
ductile fracture criterion is successfully applied to predict the fracture
locus of high strength steel.
• The developed FEM approach, considering the material and residual
stress effects together with damage mechanism, can provide holistic
understating about the role of surface roughness on the crack formation under peak load conditions. Stress gradient and equivalent plastic
strain at the notch tip, and ductile fracture criteria specify the critical
notch for damage and crack formation.
• The proposed modelling principles and calibration approach can be
employed for other materials and surface proﬁles.
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